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Dancer Yin Mei performs
improvisational work at
the James Cohan Gallery
on the occasion of artist
Yun-Fei Ji’s show Water
That Floats the Boat Can
Also Sink It
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CAPITAL TRANSITS
It was all precipitated by two events,
at once anxiety ridden and aweinspiring, their admixture of beauty
and terror being what we would like –
perhaps following Edmund Burke –
to call the sublime, but have taken to
naming, simply, spectacular. When
they were over, a slight but palpable
sigh of relief could be discerned, just
before the din found new lungs, fuelled
by an air of anticipation for the next
big climactic – some would say stellar
– event to come, when the artworld
would dip its axis south, towards
Miami, and chase after a bit of warmth
and another dollar.
We are reflecting, of course,
upon the Leonid meteor shower, and
upon the wall of driving rain that
crossed over New York City on 16
November, the latter hitting the
gallery-going public particularly hard,
since it made landfall on a Thursday
evening, at just about the time that the
final fall openings should have hit their
strides. The former shower, at once
drier and brighter, would remain
above the clouds for the next 48 hours
while we, far below, searched out
some of the New York artworld’s other
celestial events.
You may be excused if, at the
beginning of this report, your mind
conjured images of the auction
houses’ latest blockbuster franchises
of Impressionist, Modern and
contemporary art, which drew sizeable
November crowds. With each
bang of the gavel, the artworld was
declared healthy, even robust, once
again. But one senses that this is
like congratulating a gastronome
on achieving ever higher levels of
cholesterol without yet succumbing
to the inevitable cardiac revolt.
Yes, close to $1.4 billion changed
addresses over the course of
that mid-month week; and everywhere,
far above New York City, dust
particles of carbon, iron and glass –
the stuff of which worlds are made –
came close to the earth and burned.

this page, from top:
Downtown Manhattan
on the eve of the
unveiling of artist Nina
Katchadourian’s public-art
project Office Semaphore;
Phillips owner and head
auctioneer, Simon de Pury
facing page, from top:
a limo takes a collector
to auction; specialists
on hand at the Phillips
evening sale
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“I’M DRAGGING ANCHOR”
You couldn’t see any of this through
the one telescope in Lower Manhattan
dedicated to the city’s self-analysis.
On the northeast corner of Chase
Manhattan Plaza there appeared,
as if overnight, a telescope trained
on a nondescript window high
in a nondescript office building where,
presumably, a nondescript person,
using relatively nondescript objects –
always three at time – could
communicate with the plaza-dwellers
below using a phraseology once
belonging to those who sailed
the seas.
A collaboration between the
Public Art Fund, the artist Nina
Katchadourian and an anonymous
attorney (who, we learned, possesses
a potpourri made to look like an apple
pie), Office Semaphore is one of those
projects for which the charm of its very
existence sometimes threatens to
eclipse the reach of its art. Each day,
the office’s ‘message’, determined by
a grouping of knick-knacks belonging
to the office worker – the work’s
ostensible ‘hero’ – will change,
offering to the telescopic view of
participants on the ground one of
more than a dozen stock phrases
drawn from the flag-based language
of maritime transport.
One phrase, ‘message received
but not understood’, could stand as
the motto of the piece, though surely
in such a case understanding is
overrated. Experience, like much
contemporary art, is Office
Semaphore’s currency, but here it is
the experience of habit that is
rewarded most: the anonymous
attorney regularly, perhaps
ritualistically, changes his office’s ‘tune’
so as to supplement, in the most
subtle way, the distraction of those
workers on the ground, whose
cigarettes and coffee breaks may
afford them a new but distant friend,
one who has been given the power
to make things talk.

clockwise from above:
Passersby take in Nina
Katchadourian’s Office
Semaphore, Downtown
Manhattan; Tim Eitel in
front of Süden (2006),
at Pace Wildenstein;
Trevor Paglen, blinded by
a bit of mid-November sun;
a photographer in front
of Paglen’s Control Tower
/Cactus Flat, NV/11:55am
/Distance ~ 20 miles
(2006); a moment of quiet
reflection in front of
Eitel’s Stroller (2006)
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A PAIR OF OPENINGS
Center of Gravity is the title
Tim Eitel has given his new suite of
paintings, which went on view at Pace
Wildenstein just as the rains came.
Eitel may be the best young painter
working today. Disregard his recent
turn to a palette of mostly moody
greys and blacks, the compositions
of wayward figures, the children, the
ragpickers; disregard the sometimes
striking use of titanium white and the
occasional brush of colour; regard,
instead, Eitel’s gymnastic leaps
between big canvases and small; take
note of the way in which scale
becomes the painter’s medium.
Attendees at the opening were
taken to ‘liking’ one size or another,
and usually it was the big canvases.
But Eitel’s talent lies between the big
and the small, between composition
and stroke, between form and process.
This, he said, is what he admired in
Chuck Close’s canvases, which
perform this dance on a single surface.
Eitel, for his own part, divides it up; but
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he works on the big canvases and
small ones simultaneously, like a
bilingual author who needs both the
adopted and mother tongue to find
new and necessary words.
Trevor Paglen is equally familiar
with such economies of scale, though
he trades in distance rather than size.
Paglen has spent some time engaged
in a kind of counter-surveillance
programme that one acute observer
compared to radical reportage.
The targets of Paglen’s photographic
lens include the transport planes and
high-security sites where the US
government conducts everything from
prisoner renditions to advanced R&D.
Taken across impossibly far distances –
2, 12, 22 miles – Paglen's photographs
of the Black World, on show at
Bellwether, register heat as much
as they do image and light; indeed,
they seem to make heat an integral
factor in this particular method of
image capture.
Yet it is what is not unique to
Paglen’s photographs that makes them
important: without the supplement of
language, photography – all
photography – reveals only the
conditions of its own opacity. Paglen’s
work pushes this logic to its extreme.
His are pictures of places and things
that do not ‘officially’, and so
necessarily, ‘exist’ – eg Large Hangars
and Fuel Storage/Tonopah Test Range,
NV/Distance ~ 18 miles/10:44 am
(2006) – and consequently, the
activities that take place therein do not
necessarily ‘happen’. These are the
event horizons of information’s
physical withdrawal, and they are
equivalent to the opacity of how such
images are captured: not only does
Paglen use a proprietary method he
has named limit-telephotography,
but also the research, the cultivation
of information, the on-the-ground
reconnaissance necessary to finding
such ‘black sites’ in the first place also
hides behind his photographs’ surfaces.
Or perhaps it was never there.
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OTHER NEIGHBOURHOODS,
OTHER COUNTRIES
Not Chelsea itself, but the tired
comments about it being too
commercial, too big and too boring
are quickly becoming cliché. To exist as
it does, the New York artworld requires
Chelsea, just as it requires those other
‘scenes’ that have emerged over the
last five or ten years. There can be no
centre without margins, and of the
latter, Manhattan’s Lower East Side
has proven particularly energetic, with
better restaurants to boot.
One of the newest additions
to the area, the Miguel Abreu Gallery,
opened an elegant storefront space
on Orchard Street, though the
contents of the bookshelves that line
its windows lend the place the air of a
halfway house for unreformed complit PhD students. Participant Inc., on
the other hand, a non-profit alternative
exhibition space that moved into the
area in 2002, gives high intellectualism
its due while eschewing the
pretentious academicism that can
come with keeping Das Kapital
displayed prominently for your
customers. On Friday afternoon,
Waiting for a Clean Shot, Noah
Khoshbin and Brian Block’s show of
celebrity-assassination paraphernalia
and police-chase videos, proved to
be only the most recent of the kind of
in-your-face programming for which
Participant can be relied upon.
Few know that Canada does
not actually cap the North American
continent but lies a little way down
from one of the more pungent corners
in New York’s Chinatown. A groundfloor space entered through a newly
renovated corridor decorated in lateneo-gaudy, Canada has gained a
reputation for finding some of the
freshest talents (Whitney Biennial
darling Gedi Sibony was included
in one of Canada’s first shows) and
exhibiting underappreciated veterans
(the gallery counts David Askevold,
premier conceptualist and one of the
leading lights of the Nova Scotia
College of Art and Design's
reinvention, as one of its own). During
the meteor shower, however, it was
Rosson Crow’s big, liquid and opulent
1970s-inspired Hotel and Lounge
canvases that graced the gallery’s
ARTREVIEW
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modest walls and made a case for
challenging Eitel for his place at the
top of the young painters pyramid.
With less tongue-in-cheek
internationalism, the ISCP
(International Studio & Curatorial
Program) opened its doors that Friday
night and offered the public, as it does
twice a year, a glimpse of how a
talented and diverse community
of international artists can engage
the city’s culture, and their own art,
when given the necessary space –
in this case, studios located on the
sixth, seventh and eighth floors of a
commercial office building in midtown
Manhattan – and time. Simply stated,
these kinds of residency programmes
are of great benefit to both artists
and the public, and New York could
do with more of them.

from top: Eric Poitevin,
Untitled (2000), at the
ISCP open studio, midtown
Manhattan; Brown Cafe,
on the Lower East Side
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SALT CELLAR
Conceptual art of the 1960s and
70s made bureaucracy an object
of aesthetic investigation, if not an
artistic medium unto itself. Artists,
many under the direction of Seth
Siegelaub, brought contracts and
correspondence out into the gallery
in place of the ‘work’, which such
documentation was thought both
to constitute and displace. Since
that time, with the growing numbers
of not-for-profit and alternative
art spaces putting on ever more
ambitious programmes that depend
upon grants and charitable donations
for their realisation, one imagines
that there exists an equivalently large
and growing body of bureaucratic
detritus, largely kept out of sight, but
which one day may serve either a
very different history of art, or – pace

Siegelaub – different aesthetic ends.
This material – the emails, proposals,
negotiations, formal requests, letters of
intent, legal and financial statements,
etc – is art’s unconscious cognitive
system, and today it only comes to
light when something goes wrong.
Perhaps we have the Leonid
shower to thank, but something did
go wrong at White Box, a staple
of the alternative exhibition spaces
that occupies a unique, unfinished
basement space in Chelsea. On
Wednesday the online listings made
mention of a work called New York
Water Room, due to open Thursday,
which would find the artist Annie
Ratti filling the gallery with a few
feet of water and installing a pier to
traverse its expanse. (If you have ever
been to White Box, then you know
that the space is tailor-made for just
such a gesture.) But by Thursday
night a press release had been
reissued, declaring that Ratti’s newest
installation, Evaporated Sea, in which
seven tonnes of sea salt cover the
gallery’s floor, would open to the public
on Friday evening.
It is no small disappointment,
to be promised water but receive
salt. If walking the pier above Ratti’s
improvised dish of salted concrete
could be enchanting, it was only
because it felt like finding oneself
confronted with a mysterious and
untimely low tide. One’s first instinct
is to ask, ‘What happened? Was it
the floor? Was there leakage? Was
it structural? Was it the landlord?’
Here was art’s cognitive system,
lapping at the shores of consciousness.

clockwise from top:
The citizens of Canada –
Sarah Braman, Suzanne
Butler, Phillip Grauer,
Wallace Whitney –
and assorted others;
Participant Inc. director
Lia Gangitano behind a
site-specific stencil
painting by Noah Khoshbin
installed on the
gallery’s facade; ISCP
director Dennis Elliot
beneath Lieven de Boeck’s
The White Flags (2006)
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ANDY AND LISA
Forty-eight hours of looking at and
talking about art fatigues the mind.
One’s recall for history and philosophy
becomes slow and stunted; the desire
to figure it all out, even the possibility
of enjoyment, becomes fugitive.
At such moments, the intellect
requires givens. Not necessarily
received ideas, but concrete facts;
and today in New York, dollars, as
the auctions so forcefully declare, are
the most concrete facts around.
It is not by chance, then, that
two of New York’s biggest galleries,
Gagosian and David Zwirner, were
showing artists whose works were
featured in the fall sales: new Lisa
Yuskavage at Zwirner and late Andy
Warhol at Gagosian. Not that the two
artists are in the same league: Warhol’s
late-1970s Mao sold at Christie’s
for $17.4 million; Yuskavage’s Couch
(2003) sold for just under one. But
the two seem to be the touchstones
of any talk about the market, perhaps
because, from a historical perspective
Warhol can be seen to have ushered
in our current consumptive state of
affairs, and Yuskavage to mark its
apotheosis.
Just over 100 years ago,
Georg Simmel wrote that in an age
of advanced capitalism money does
not remain an abstraction of material
goods, but rather, material goods
become an abstraction of money.
Often when discussing works of art,
we like to keep prices to the side,
believing them ancillary and at best
only moderately reflective of a work’s
social, historical or aesthetic import.
But if New York has something to
teach us at the moment, then perhaps
it is that we should begin with the
money, and work back to these other
conversations – the entertainments
of the intellect. If Simmel is right,
the money is the real, physical thing,
deserving of our attention, like all that
dust igniting in the atmosphere.

LISTINGS
Pace Wildenstein
32 E 57th St, 2nd floor
New York, NY 10022
T: +1 212 421 3292
Tues – Fri, 9.30 – 6
Sat, 10 – 6
534 W 25th St,
New York, NY 10001
T: +1 212 929 7000
Tues – Sat, 10 – 6
545 W 22nd St,
New York, NY 10001
T: +1 212 989 4258
Open Tues – Sat, 10 – 6
www.pacewildenstein.com
Bellwether
134 Tenth Ave
New York, NY 10011
T: +1 212 929 5959
Tues – Sat, 10 – 6
www.bellwethergallery.com
Miguel Abreu Gallery
36 Orchard St
New York, NY 10002
T: +1 212 995 1774
Wed – Sun, 11 – 6.30
or by appointment
www.miguelabreugallery.com
Participant Inc.
95 Rivington St
New York, NY 10002
T: +1 212 254 4334
Wed – Sun, 12 – 7
www.participantinc.org
Canada
55 Chrystie St
New York, NY 10002
T: +1 212 925 4631
Wed – Sun, 12 – 6
www.canadanewyork.com
ISCP
323 W 39th St, Suite 806
New York, NY 10018
www.iscp-nyc.org

above: Manhattan’s Chelsea
on any given afternoon
facing page, from top:
Gagosian Gallery’s Cast
a Cold Eye: The Late
Works of Andy Warhol;
David Zwirner’s newly
expanded gallery, with
room for Carl Andre’s
Cascade (1984)

White Box
525 W 26th St
New York, NY 10001
T: +1 212 714 2347
Tues, Thru, Sat 11 – 6
www.whiteboxny.org
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